Wall not pictured at actual size. Eagle Bay has attempted to represent our colors as accurately as possible, but variances will naturally occur as a result of the printing and manufacturing process. In all situations, we recommend viewing the actual product before choosing a color and ordering the product.

CHESAPEAKE (FOR DUBLIN™ & STEEPLECREST ONLY)

WALLS

Hardscapes for Easy Living

™

Selecting a wall color is one of the most important and exciting aspects of your design and Eagle Bay has perfected a collection of
color blends so you don’t have to compromise on style. Use this swatch page to determine which color matches your outdoor landscape
style. For the most accurate color representation, visit your local Eagle Bay dealer to request a sample. Dealer locator tool available
at EagleBayPavers.com.

WALL OPTIONS
Eagle Bay walls add structure, protection and decoration to your hardscape. Our products are tested for strength and durability.

aspen stone® retaining

diamond® 10ds retaining

diamond pro® retaining

Rough-hewn texture, lightweight, easy to handle. Perfect for smaller

Perfect choice for when your project calls for classic, clean lines. It

With its proven strength and natural-stone appearance, this is the

spaces and patio or garden walls.

has a rear-lip locator that works exceptionally well for walls.

perfect solution for larger-scale products that demand beauty.

dublin™ freestanding

highland stone® freestanding

highland stone® retaining

Tumbled stone look mimicks centuries-old boundary walls found in

Most popular choice for up to 3 feet. Rough finish, available in

Most popular choice for up to 4 feet. Rough finish, available in

Ireland. One unit for walls, columns and caps makes assembly easy.

varying heights and widths.

varying heights and widths.

brisa® freestanding

brisa® retaining

steeplecrest freestanding

Naural stone look provides versatility for wall projects, fire pits

Inspired by splt limestone, its hand-carved look provides remarkable

Inspired by the warm, rustic aesthetic of a horse boundary wall.

and more.

versatility for projects such as curved or straight walls and steps.

Tumbled stones add historic charm to your hardscape project.
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